Who is invited?
Youth groups in Bavaria with their respective partnership groups, that means youth and young adults aged between 16 and 26 years (with their respective leaders) the groups should aim towards a balanced number of participants each, from Bavaria and their partnership groups

What is it about?
We want,
... to meet friends of the respective partnership groups, get to know each other or even meet friends we have already known before
... to experience global fellowship and get to know other partnerships
... to work together on the topic of „visions“ and discover new perspectives
... to share experiences online as well as exploring new ways of partnership
... possibly gain further ideas for upcoming youth-encounters

How can you participate?
You participate as INTERNATIONAL GROUP at the get-together, which means you register TOGETHER with your partnership group.

During our online-sessions there will be selected times, when you are working together as partner groups. Furthermore there will be tasks to complete by yourself, in your national group or together as partner groups.

In addition, there is the possibility to keep in touch with one another on a common platform. We recommend that you arrange to meet your partners internationally between the seminar days (e.g. on Wednesday) in order to stay in touch. In this we can support you technically.
When does it happen?

Times for the communal sessions are planned as follows:

**Group 1 (especially Latin America):**
- 15th of October - 2:00-4:00 pm UTC
- 16th of October - 2:00-4:00 pm UTC
- 22nd of October - 2:00-4:00 pm UTC
- 23rd of October - 2:00-4:00 pm UTC

**Group 2 (especially Papua-New Guinea, Asia):**
- 16th of October - 7:00-9:00 am UTC
- 17th of October - 7:00-9:00 am UTC
- 23rd of October - 7:00-9:00 am UTC
- 24th of October - 7:00-9:00 am UTC

**Additional note:**
Groups with partners from Africa and Europe will be allocated to the two “time groups” by the preparation team after the registration deadline - please specify your preferences when registering.

The lessons build on each other. For that groups need to participate in all sessions.

**Farewell service for all participants**
- 24th of October - 10:00 am UTC - altogether!

Information meeting:

We invite for an info meeting on the 12th of June 2021 at 10:00 am UTC.

Topics of this meeting will be:

- Introduction of the preparation team
- Contents and procedures of the seminar
- Clarification of general working conditions, e.g. technical possibilities, communication
- Opportunities to participate actively
- Questions and requests

It will be good if responsible persons from every subgroup (that means from every country) take part in this meeting so that expectations, possibilities and, if necessary, reservations can be brought in from all sides.

Registration for the information meeting takes place via: marlene.gilcher@mission-einewelt.de by June 1st, 2021

A firm registration for the seminar in October 2021 will be necessary after the information meeting.

For further questions, please contact:

**Dr. Ines Ackermann,**
Department Partnership and Parish (MEW),
ines.ackermann@mission-einewelt.de,
+49 9874 1410 (German, English, Portuguese)

or

**Johanna Kluge,**
coordinator for international youth work (AfJ), kluge@ejb.de,
+49 911 4304 231 (German, English)

Organizer: “Sharing Visions” is a cooperation event of Mission OneWorld and the Office for Lutheran Youth Work